Simple method for high-performance digit recognition based on sparse coding.
In this brief paper, we propose a method of feature extraction for digit recognition that is inspired by vision research: a sparse-coding strategy and a local maximum operation. We show that our method, despite its simplicity, yields state-of-the-art classification results on a highly competitive digit-recognition benchmark. We first employ the unsupervised Sparsenet algorithm to learn a basis for representing patches of handwritten digit images. We then use this basis to extract local coefficients. In a second step, we apply a local maximum operation to implement local shift invariance. Finally, we train a support vector machine (SVM) on the resulting feature vectors and obtain state-of-the-art classification performance in the digit recognition task defined by the MNIST benchmark. We compare the different classification performances obtained with sparse coding, Gabor wavelets, and principal component analysis (PCA). We conclude that the learning of a sparse representation of local image patches combined with a local maximum operation for feature extraction can significantly improve recognition performance.